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ABSTRACT. The soybean cultivars currently available for 

cultivation are used mainly due to their productive and phytosanitary 
characteristics, without defining specific centesimal compositions as 
an ideotype.  Our study aimed to contribute to this aspect and to 

identify profiles and establish similarities between the genotypes, 
taking into account components such as starch, lipids and mineral 

materials in 54 soybean genotypes. The experiment was conducted in 
the 2017/2018 agricultural year in Campos Borges, RS. The 
treatments consisted of four cultivars, considered pure lineages, and 

50 F5 segregating families (theoretical level of inbreeding of 94% 
with approximately 6% heterozygosis). The experimental units were 
composed of a sowing line five meters in length, spaced 0.45 m. The 

characters of agronomic interest measured in the grains collected 
from 10 random plants were: protein, humidity, lipids, total fibers, 

mineral material and starch. The percentages of the characters of 
agronomic interest: proteins, lipids, fibers, mineral matter, starch and 
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oil were determined in intact soybeans by the technique of reflectance 
in the near infrared. There was genetic dissimilarity among the 54 
soybean genotypes. The protein character was the most decisive 

factor for genetic variability, based on Singh's relative contribution. 
Using patterns such as standardized Euclidean mean distance, 
Tocher's optimized method and the UPGMA clustering method, it 

was possible to show patterns in the genotype clusters. Based on 
these results, we can define crosses between accessions with genetic 
potential for the formation of genotypes with superior centesimal 

characteristics. 
 
Key words: Agricultural genetics; Competition test; Glycine max; Seed 
composition 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The soybean (Glycine max) is a species of annual cycle belonging to the Fabaceae 

family, originating in East Asia, a region between China and Manchuria (Panwar et al., 
2018). It is the most widely produced legume in the world; in the 2017/2018 harvest the 
world production was 337 million tons (USDA, 2019); in this same period, Brazilian 

production was 118 million tons, which ranked Brazil as the world's second largest soybean 
producer, only after the United States (CONAB, 2018). 

Versatility is the main factor that makes soybean one of the most cultivated crops in 
the world. The grains are used in human and animal food, composing the food diets of most 
countries. The soybean grain has, in general, 20% oil and 40% proteins, which constitute 

about 60% of the dry mass (Bezerra, 2015). The rest of the dry matter of the seed is 
composed mainly of carbohydrates, about 35%, and 5% of mineral material (Liu, 2012). 

The main use of soybeans is in the crushing industry, which produces crude oil, 

degummed and bran (Finoto, 2008). Of all soybeans produced in the Brazilian territory, 
42.1% is destined for national industry, of these, 8.33% is processed into oil and 31.9% in 
bran (Abiove, 2016). Soybean oil is used as a base for food products (refined oil, 

hydrogenated fats, margarines, mayonnaises, etc.) and bran is one of the main raw materials 
for the manufacture of ration. 

The composition of soybean grains varies according to several factors, among 
which the genotype, cropping site, environmental conditions and sowing season stand out. 
Alves (2011) evaluating the centesimal composition of soybean grains from eight different 

cultivars, observed that the contents of these components varied among the cultivars. In the 
same study, the cultivar BRS 258 had a higher protein content (44.37%), being possible the 
production of Hipro soybean bran (48% protein) without the need to use a system of 

separation of soybean hulls, before processing. 
In a study that analyzed the oil content and the genetic diversity of 22 soybean 

genotypes for the choice of progenitors aiming to increase the oil content in soybean, even 
with reasonable genetic diversity it was possible to verify a wide variation in the oil content 
in the grains (Rodrigues, 2016). In another study, Pípolo (2002), evaluating five genotypes 

in two agricultural years (1998/1999 and 1999/2000) and 10 different locations, verified 
differences between the genotypes at the mean concentrations of protein and oil. 
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Studies carried out by Hwang (2014), detecting regions of the genome and 
controlling the quantitative characteristics, managed to analyze where they were located, so 
the chromosomal regions can be used to identify genes or DNA markers that are used in the 

selection to alter the protein and the oil in the soybean seed in a predictable way. 
The current cultivars available for cultivation are selected mainly due to their 

productive and phytosanitary characteristics, not defining specific centesimal compositions 

as an ideotype. The increasing consumption and utilization of the centesimal components of 
soybean (especially lipids and protein) has been problematic for the industry since the 
concentrations that are needed, for example, the protein concentration in the bran, are not 

always reached (Rangel, 2007).  
Likewise, there is a growing market for the development of new soybean products 

that require high values of certain centesimal components. Thus, the selection of soybean 
genotypes for their nutritional constituents (protein, lipids, mineral materials and others) 
allows the grain to be destined for specific uses with greater efficiency, which adds 

qualitative value and makes its participation in the market more effective. The present study 
was designed to contribute to this aspect and to identify profiles and determine differences 
among soybean genotypes, taking into account constituents such as starch, lipids and 

minerals. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 

The experiment was conducted in the agricultural crop of 2017/2018 in Campos 
Borges - RS, located at coordinates 28°52'31' S and 53°00'55'' W, with humid subtropical 
climate of the Cfa type according to the classification of Köppen (Kottek et al., 2006) and 

soil classified as dark red Latosol (Oxisol) (Streck et al., 2008). The treatments consisted of 
four cultivars, considered as pure lineages and 50 F5 segregating families (theoretical 
endogamy level of 94% with approximately 6% heterozygous) (Table 1), obtained through 

directed crossings. 
 

 

Table 1. Genotypes that compose the F5 segregating soybean generation and the pure lineages analyzed in 

this study. 

 

Segregating generation 

IRC1_194; IRC1_196; IRC1_136; IRC2_111; IRC2_191; IRC3_120; IRC3_159; 
IRC7_29; IRC8_130; IRC11_135; IRC12_155; IRC12_134; IRC12_132; IRC13_117; 
IRC13_119; IRC13_164; IRC16_82; IRC16_153; IRC16_97; IRC17_193; IRC17_46; 
IRC19_62; IRC19_124; IRC19_114; IRC21_160; IRC21_113; IRC22_49; IRC25_154; 

IRC26_9; IRC28_110; IRC28_123; IRC29_122; IRC30_182; IRC30_104; IRC31_102; 
IRC31_137; IRC32_103; IRC34_174; IRC32_129; IRC32_189; IRC33_175; IRC33_192; 
IRC35_118; IRC36_152; IRC36_121; IRC37_116; IRC39_133; IRC39_106; IRC39_105 
IRC40_58 

Pure lineages M6210IPRO; NA5909RG; TMG7069IPRO; NS6601IPRO 

 

The experimental units were composed of a sowing line 5 m in length, spaced by 
0.45 m. Direct and manual sowing was done in the second half of November 2017, using a 
density of 14 seeds per linear meter, base fertilization of 250 kg.ha

-1
 of N-P-K using the 

formulation 10-20-20. 
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Preventive control of weeds, pest insects and diseases was as recommended in order 
to minimize the biotic effects in the result of the experiment. The characters of agronomic 
interest measured in the grains collected in 10 random plants were: protein (PTN); moisture 

(MO); lipids (LIP); total fibers (FB); mineral material (MM) and starch (ST). The 
percentages of the characters of agronomic interest: protein, lipids, fiber, mineral matter, 
starch and oil were determined in intact soybean grains by the technique of Near Infrared 

Reflectance (NIR). 
The data were submitted to the assumptions of the analysis of variance where the 

normality and homogeneity of the residual variances were verified, after which the 

descriptive analysis was carried out by frequency distribution and definition of the 
phenotypic classes of interest. Then the Euclidian algorithm was used to make the genetic 

distances matrix of the studied genotypes using all the measured characters. Through the 
distance matrix the Tocher optimized grouping method was applied with intra-group and 
inter-group stratification, we used the methodology of Singh's (1981) relative contribution 

in order to define which characters are most important. Statistical analyzes were performed 
using Genes software (Cruz, 2013) and R (Team RC, 2018). 

RESULTS  

Descriptive analysis 
 

The descriptive analysis revealed the formation of different quantitative 
components of the centesimal components for the studied genotypes (Table 2). Segregant 
families had a higher proportion of lipids (18.52%), compared to pure lines with 17.36% 

respectively. In contrast, pure lines obtained a higher proportion of protein in comparison to 
the segregating generation, a fact that can be explained by the inverse relationship between 
the lipid and protein contents in soybean genotypes (Akond et al., 2012; Popović et al., 

2012) In addition to this factor, it is interesting to note that the F5 segregating generation 
still presents close to 6% of loci in heterozygosis, and therefore, there may be non-additive 
effects on the contribution of centesimal component expression. 

 
 

Table 2. Descriptive analysis of the nutritional components of stratified genotypes for pure lines and F5 

segregating families of soybean, conducted in the municipality of Campos Borges in the agricultural crop 
year 2017/2018. 

 

Genotypes 
PTN* MO LIP FB MM ST 

-------------------------------(%)------------------------------- 

Pure lines 36.42 10.78 17.36 5.75 4.66 3.23 
F5 segregating families 35.26 10.60 18.52 5.55 4.77 3.31 

* PTN, protein; MO, moisture; LIP, lipids; FB, fiber; MM, mineral material; ST, starch. 

 

The PTN character revealed the formation of eight classes with amplitude of 32.4 to 
38.0% (Figure 1). The class with 35.6% content was the one that composed the highest 
frequency of genotypes, around 25% respectively. However, in order to obtain higher 

concentrations of protein in the grain, two genotype frequencies were better able to meet 
these conditions, the 37.2% content that composed a frequency of 10% of the genotypes and 
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the 38% content that composed one frequency of 3% of the genotypes. The selection of 
genotypes to increase the protein content adds value to the grain and can guarantee the 
competitiveness of Brazilian soybeans in the world market (Rodrigues et al., 2010). 

The ST character presented eight classes with amplitude ranging from 1.25% to 
4.75%. The highest frequency of genotypes (32%) was allocated to the class 3.75% of 
starch, a value commonly found in pure lines. About 13 and 2% of the genotypes were 

allocated to the classes 4.25 and 4.75% of starch, respectively, allowing selection to 
increase this component in the grains. Increase in the starch content can improve the taste 
and texture of soybeans that are consumed unprocessed (Masuda, 2004; Oliveira et al., 

2010). The physiological processes of germination and vigor are influenced by protein, 
lipid, starch and sugar contents. In this way, the increase in the starch content can positively 

influence the germination process and seedling vigor by providing soluble carbohydrates 
available and absorbable by the embryo (Moraes et al., 2006). 

The FB character revealed nine classes that presented amplitude of 5.22 to 6.18%. 

The highest frequency of the studied genotypes (25%) presented 5.58% of FB, values 
similar to those found in the pure lines available in the market.  Soybean fiber is used in 
nutrition products and in some bakery products (Slavin, 1991). The increase in fiber content 

in soybeans is important because it allows it to be classified as functional foods, ensuring 
that its use within a diet can reduce the risk of some diseases, such as the heart and some 

types of cancer (Poutanen et al., 2014) 
The highest frequency of the genotypes shows 10.5% moisture. Nine classes were 

formed for this character, and the amplitude ranged from 9.7 to 11.3%. Soybeans are 

usually harvested at high moisture levels, from 16 to 25%, which makes them unsuitable for 
storage because they make the grains more susceptible to fungal infections or other 
microorganisms, reducing their quality (Coradi et al., 2016). Damage caused by seed 

moisture occurs because there is an unequal maturation in the plant population (Hamer, 
1999). For storage and sale, the moisture content of soybeans should be around 12% 
guaranteeing the quality of storage (Coradi et al., 2016). Thus, the frequency of genotypes 

that presented 9.7% moisture has important characteristics regarding the conservation of the 
grains. 

The MM character revealed eight classes with a magnitude of 4.05 to 5.10%. The 
highest frequency was obtained in the 4.8% MM content group, similar to those found in 
the pure lines of this study. As a large part of the soybean grains are used in the production 

of feed for the animal production chain, it is interesting that the total MM content is not 
high, because when MM is higher, the energy levels of the feed produced with these grains 
will be higher. 

The LIP character formed eight classes with magnitude from 14.5% to 21.5%. The 
content of 18.5% was the one that composed the highest frequency of genotypes, close to 

35%. The value of 18.5% is the average value of oil content in commercial cultivars. Two 
frequencies of genotypes around 6% and 4%, were promising for selection for increases in 
lipid content, with a content of 20.5% and 21.5%, respectively. Cavalcante et al. (2010), 

selecting soybean lineages for the oil content for biodiesel production, found average oil 
content in the grains of 16.75% and the highest value in only one lineage with 21.59%. 
Therefore, the genotypes present in two classes of the frequency distribution obtained in this 

study are shown to be promising for selection. 
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Figure 1. Class frequency distributions for the traits: PTN, protein; MO, moisture; LIP, lipids; FB, fiber; MM, 
mineral material; ST, starch.  

 
The analysis of variance revealed significance at 5% probability for the interaction 

between maize soybean genotypes for characters (PTN) protein; (ST) starch; (FB) fiber; (MO) 

moisture; (MM) mineral matter and (LIP) lipids (Table 3). 

Regarding the coefficients of variation obtained for the characters evaluated, it was 

observed a range of 1.05% to 6.51% (Table 3). According to the classification proposed by 

Pimentel Gomes (2000), the coefficients of variation (CV) are considered low (CV <10%) with 

high precision, medium (10 to 20%) being of good precision, high (20 to 30 %) that reveal low 

accuracy and very high (CV > 30%) reflecting low accuracy. Thus, the coefficients of variation 

obtained for the characters under analysis are legitimate and of high precision. 

The F5 segregating generation composed of the genotypes IRC1_194 IRC1_196 

IRC1_136; IRC2_111; IRC2_191; IRC3_120; IRC3_159; IRC7_29; IRC8_130; IRC11_135; 

IRC12_155; IRC12_134; IRC12_132; IRC13_117; IRC13_119; IRC13_164; IRC16_82; 
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IRC16_153; IRC16_97; IRC17_193; IRC17_46; IRC19_62; IRC19_124; IRC19_114; 
IRC21_160; IRC21_113; IRC22_49; IRC25_154; IRC26_9; IRC28_110; IRC28_123; 
IRC29_122; IRC30_182; IRC30_104; IRC31_102; IRC31_137; IRC32_103; IRC34_174; 

IRC32_129; IRC32_189; IRC33_175; IRC33_192; IRC35_118; IRC36_152; IRC36_121; 
IRC37_116; IRC39_133; IRC39_106; IRC39_105; IRC40_58 and pure lines M6210IPRO; 
NA5909RG; TMG7069IPRO and NS6601IPRO presented significant differences regarding 

the contents of the centesimal components (Table 4). The IRC17_193 genotype was the one 
with the highest PTN (37.63%), followed by the IRC25_154 (37.43%), IRC1_196 
(37.25%), IRC19_62 (37.24%) and IRC8_130 (37.21%) genotypes, showing themselves 

promising for the increase of protein in the grain, with emphasis on the IRC17_193 
genotype. For the chemical quality characteristics of the grains, the industries have internal 

standards regarding the content of oil and protein in the soybean grain, and these must meet 
the minimum for the production, as is the case of soybean meal with high protein content 
(Hipro ≥ 48% protein). To achieve such protein requirements in the bran, the grain must 

have, on average, 37% protein. The constitutional values described by the families are 
within the desired according to industry standardization 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Table 3. Summary of analysis of variance for 54 soybean genotypes analyzed in Campos Borges - RS in 

the 2017/2018 crop season. 

 

Variation factor 
 

GL 

Mean square 

PTN MO LIP FB MM ST 

Genotypes 053 4.145* 0.393* 3.875* 0.109* 0.0813* 1.415* 
Blocks 002 0.578 0.034 0.06 0.007 0.0461 0.0179 
Residue 161 0.139 0.028 0.16 0.009 0.0075 0.046 

CV (%) 
 

1.057 1.578 2.175 1.709 1.828 6.512 
ns For non-significant values; * For significant values at 0.05 by the F test. PTN, protein; MO, moisture; LIP, lipids; FB, fiber; MM, 

mineral material; ST, starch. 
 

On the other hand, the genotypes that obtained the highest protein content were 
those that reached the lowest percentage of lipids. In order to assert the correlation between 
these characters, which corroborates the results of Helms and Orf (1999), which describe 

the direct selection for the protein content to promote the reduction in oil content. 
The cultivar IRC28_110 was the most promising for selection of high lipid contents 

in the grains with 21.17%. The amplitude obtained by the genotypes was from 14.99% to 
21.17% with an average of 18.44%. The results of this study are superior to those obtained 
by Finoto et al. (2008) that, by evaluating the phenotypic variation of oil and protein content 

in the grains of 15 soybean genotypes, obtained a mean oil content of 16.01%, ranging from 
13.01% to 20.12%. The conducting of these families to compose possible cultivars becomes 
pertinent, so that superiority to what is described as the required average has been found. 

The dendogram shows the genetic dissimilarity between the accessions (Figure 2). 
The analysis of the Euclidean Mean Distance provided the formation of eight groups. By 

means of these results, it is possible to identify that the grouping based on the arithmetic 
mean (UPGMA) shows results similar to those obtained by the Tocher optimization 
method. Through the formation of these groups with similar genetic behaviors, it is possible 

to group agronomic interest characteristics that show uniqueness as to the portion of the 
character variation that depends on the genetic factor. 
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Table 4. Centesimal constitution of soybean genotypes tested in Campos Borges during the 2017/2018 

crop season. 

 

GENOTYPE 
PTN MO LIP FB MM ST 

-------------------------------(%)------------------------------- 

IRC1_194 35.82 d 10.74 b 18.32 e 5.30 e 4.85 b 3.36 d 

IRC1_196 37.25 a 10.84 a 17.34 f 5.70 c 4.92 a 2.30 f 

IRC1_136 34.66 f 10.98 a 19.32 c 5.44 d 4.81 b 3.41 d 

IRC2_111 34.82 e 10.68 b 19.12 c 5.52 d 4.77 b 3.67 c 

IRC2_191 35.26 e 10.53 b 17.75 f 5.34 e 4.81 b 3.51 d 

IRC3_120 36.15 c 10.31 c 16.76 g 5.63 d 4.81 b 3.68 C 

IRC3_159 34.07 f 10.68 b 20.79 a 5.55 d 4.57 d 4.26 a 

IRC7_29 34.30 f 09.91 d 18.35 e 5.36 e 4.83 b 3.48 d 

IRC8_130 37.21 a 10.38 c 14.99 h 5.90 b 5.00 a 2.29 f 

IRC11_135 33.73 g 10.77 b 19.70 c 5.34 e 4.73 c 3.84 c 

IRC12_155 35.67 d 10.27 c 18.95 d 5.62 d 4.84 b 3.18 d 

IRC12_134 34.01 f 09.93 d 18.77 d 5.31 e 4.90 a 2.39 f 

IRC12_132 34.84 e 10.27 c 18.62 d 5.57 d 4.90 a 3.14 d 

IRC13_117 35.60 d 10.93 a 18.53 d 5.63 d 4.79 b 3.29 d 

IRC13_119 32.97 g 10.74 b 19.64 c 5.51 d 4.52 d 4.09 b 

IRC13_164 35.91 d 10.91 a 18.31 e 5.52 d 4.28 e 4.41 a 

IRC16_82 35.77 d 10.00 d 18.23 e 5.51 d 4.97 a 2.54 e 

IRC16_153 34.58 f 09.93 d 17.41 f 5.38 e 4.79 b 2.67 e 

IRC16_97 33.28 g 09.99 d 19.26 c 5.48 d 5.05 a 2.30 f 

IRC17_193 37.64 a 11.08 a 17.91 e 5.50 d 4.70 c 2.84 e 

IRC17_46 36.82 b 10.99 a 17.72 f 5.68 c 4.66 c 3.90 b 

IRC19_62 37.24 a 10.52 b 17.10 g 5.82 c 4.93 a 2.44 f 

IRC19_124 35.47 d 10.50 b 17.39 f 5.58 d 4.96 a 2.30 f 

IRC19_114 36.70 b 10.59 b 17.01 g 5.60 d 4.83 b 2.97 e 

IRC21_160 33.16 g 10.57 b 19.96 b 5.24 e 4.87 b 2.39 f 

IRC21_113 34.44 f 10.52 b 19.58 c 5.34 e 4.88 b 2.22 f 

IRC22_49 35.50 d 11.05 a 18.62 d 5.53 d 4.66 c 3.68 c 

IRC25_154 37.43 a 10.64 b 17.51 f 5.51 d 4.78 b 3.51 d 

IRC26_9 34.50 f 10.52 b 19.96 b 5.55 d 4.60 d 4.01 b 

IRC28_110 34.21 f 09.83 d 21.17 a 5.37 e 4.91 a 2.14 f 

IRC28_123 35.17 e 11.27 a 19.00 d 5.71 c 4.74 c 3.75 c 

IRC29_122 35.67 d 10.72 b 17.69 f 6.06 a 4.92 a 2.74 e 

IRC30_182 36.07 c 10.56 b 18.87 d 5.72 c 4.85 b 2.82 e 

IRC30_104 34.57 f 11.11 a 18.75 d 5.54 d 4.25 e 4.56 a 

IRC31_102 35.10 e 10.60 b 18.62 d 5.52 d 4.54 d 4.29 a 

IRC31_137 33.12 g 11.26 a 19.19 c 5.57 d 4.76 b 3.47 d 

IRC32_103 35.71 d 10.79 b 18.01 e 5.49 d 4.78 b 3.51 d 

IRC34_174 34.66 f 10.70 b 19.14 c 5.70 c 4.60 d 3.80 c 

IRC32_129 34.65 f 11.09 a 19.02 d 5.50 d 4.73 c 3.69 c 

IRC32_189 35.83 d 10.56 b 17.58 f 5.52 d 4.69 c 3.46 d 

IRC33_175 36.08 c 10.59 b 18.31 e 5.46 d 4.74 c 3.59 c 

IRC33_192 34.88 e 10.51 b 17.96 e 5.36 e 4.71 c 3.63 c 

IRC35_118 36.28 c 10.19 c 17.39 f 5.83 c 4.57 d 4.22 a 

IRC36_152 34.21 f 11.15 a 18.62 d 5.44 d 4.70 c 3.39 d 

IRC36_121 36.70 b 10.05 d 18.26 e 5.45 d 4.97 a 1.44 g 

IRC37_116 34.97 e 10.94 a 18.50 d 5.77 c 4.64 d 3.66 c 

IRC39_133 34.53 f 10.29 c 19.34 c 5.58 d 4.87 b 3.38 d 

IRC39_106 34.09 f 10.63 b 21.04 a 5.33 e 5.06 a 3.78 c 

IRC39_105 36.38 c 10.45 b 18.83 d 5.82 c 4.62 d 3.94 b 

IRC40_58 35.31 e 10.91 a 17.99 e 6.00 b 4.65 c 4.25 a 

M6210IPRO 37.10 a 10.76 b 16.26 g 5.67 c 4.59 d 2.94 e 

NA5909RG 35.92 d 10.71 b 18.36 e 5.53 d 4.74 c 3.31 d 

TMG7069IPRO 36.23 c 11.05 a 17.84 f 6.15 a 4.70 c 3.04 e 

NS6601IPRO 36.42 c 10.58 b 16.98 g 5.64 d 4.60 d 3.62 c 

Average 35.35  10.61  18.44  5.57  4.76  3.31  

CV (%) 01.05  01.57  02.17  1.70  1.82  6.51  

Means followed by the same lowercase letter in the column belong to the same group, according to Scott-Knott's grouping criterion 

(1974), at 5% probability. PTN, protein; MO, moisture; LIP, lipids; FB, fiber; MM, mineral material; ST, starch. 
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Figure 2. Dendogram based on Euclidean Mean Distance - UPGMA, composing 50 F5 segregating families and 

four pure lines of soybean. Characters used: PTN, protein; MO, moisture; LIP, lipids; FB, fiber; MM, mineral 

material; ST, starch. 

 

The analysis to estimate the relative contribution of each character to the 

expression of the genetic divergence showed that three of the seven analyzed variables 

contributed with 68.47% of the divergence found (Table 5). Among the studied 

variables, PTN (29.76%), starch content (22.57%) and fiber (16.14%) were the most 

efficient in explaining dissimilarity among the 45 soybean genotypes evaluated. 

The fact that PTN was the main contributor to genotype differentiation, only 

emphasized that this is an important characteristic that should be prioritized in breeding 

programs in order to produce gene complementarity and new recombinants to the grain 

quality characteristics for the industry (Rodrigues et al., 2017). 

The Tocher optimized clustering method allowed to fragment the 45 soybean 

genotypes evaluated in eight groups, with similar behavior within the group and 

divergent between groups (Table 6). Of these, 3 groups were constituted by 4 

accessions, 1 group by 3 accessions and 1 a group by only two accessions. Group I had 

the highest number of accessions (19) followed by group II with 9 accessions, 
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corresponding to 42.22% and 20% of the total, respectively. The accessions belonging 

to the same heterocyclic group are genetically similar to each other, thus their 

combinations provide low variability, so it is necessary that the combinations be carried 

out among genotypes of different groups because they are more promising due to 

greater dissimilarity. However, what has been evidenced is the extensive use of 

genotypes that are very closely related to the development of the new cultivars, 

resulting in the narrowing of the genetic basis of the crop (Bertini et al., 2006; Miranda 

et al., 2007). Therefore, it is possible to increase the genetic variability of the breeding 

program using the genotypes of genetically more distant groups. One option is to direct 

the crossings between the accessions of groups I and VII. 
 

 

Table 5. Relative contribution of characters to soybean genetic diversity according to the criterion of Singh 

(1981). 

 

Variable S.j Value in % 

PTN* 41757.7 29.7672 

MO 15586.6 11.111 
LIP 19457.4 13.8703 
FB 22648.9 16.1454 
MM 09169.04 06.5362 
ST 31661.4 22.57 

Total 140281   
* PTN, protein; MO, moisture; LIP, lipids; FB, fiber; MM, mineral material; ST, starch. PTN, protein; MO, moisture; LIP, lipids; FB, 

fiber; MM, mineral material; ST, starch. 

 
 

Table 6. Tocher optimized grouping method for the definition of groups through the dissimilarity of the 

soybean genotypes. 

 

Groups Accessions 

 I  

IRC33_175 NA5909RG IRC32_103 IRC13_117 IRC32_189 IRC22_49 
IRC2_111 IRC1_194 IRC2_191 IRC33_192 IRC12_132 IRC39_133 
IRC37_116 IRC32_129 IRC1_136 IRC28_123 IRC34_174 IRC31_102 
IRC26_9 

II 
IRC12_155 IRC30_182 IRC29_122 IRC16_82 IRC19_114 IRC1_196 
IRC19_62 IRC17_193 IRC25_154 

III IRC3_120 NS6601IPRO M6210IPRO IRC17_46 

IV IRC12_134 IRC16_97 IRC21_113 IRC21_160 
V IRC31_137 IRC36_152 IRC11_135 IRC13_119 
VI IRC35_118 IRC39_105 IRC40_58 
VII IRC13_164 IRC30_104 
VII IRC7_29 IRC16_153 IRC19_124 

 

Ten linear correlations were found with a level of 5% by the t-test (Table 7). 

The coefficients of linear correlation followed the classification proposed by Carvalho 

et al. (2004). The protein content presented intermediate positive correlation with the 

fiber content r = (0.38) and negative of high magnitude with lipids (-0.68) and low with 

starch (r = -0.16). The high negative correlation between protein and lipid content was 

already expected due to the competition of these two variables by the carbon skeletons 

(Hanson, 1992; Pípolo, 2002), showing the degree of genetic association among these 
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characters and explaining the great difficulty in selection to achieve simultaneous gains 

for oil and protein. Similar results from several studies demonstrate this same 

correlation (Bonato et al., 2000; Cober and Voldeng, 2000; Feng et al., 2004; Haghi et 

al., 2012; Qin et al., 2014; Dhungana et al., 2017). In relation to the negative association 

between protein and starch, this was also observed in studies conducted by Wee et al. 

(2018). 

The moisture character positively correlated with intermediate associations with 

fiber content (0.26) and starch (0.39) and negatively with intermediary associations 

with MM (-0.42), probably these associations are related to water affinity of each 

component. The lipid content obtained a low positive correlation with starch (0.17) and 

negative mean with the fiber content (-0.42). Studies by Dhungana et al. (2017) and 

Wee et al. (2018) also found a positive correlation between starch and lipids. 
 

 

Table 7. Pearson's Linear Correlation for protein, moisture, lipid, total fiber, mineral material and starch 
traits in soybean genotypes tested in Campos Borges in the 2017/2018 harvest. 

 

 
MO LIP FB MM ST 

PTN 0.09
ns

 -0.68
*
 -0.38

*
 -0.02

ns
 -0.16

*
 

MO . -0.002
ns

 -0.26
*
 -0.41

*
 -0.39

*
 

LIP 
 

. -0.42
*
 -0.05

ns
 -0.17

*
 

FB 
  

. -0.06
ns

 -0.05
ns

 
MM 

   
. -0.70

*
 

ns For non-significant values; * For significant values at 5% by the t test. PTN, protein; MO, moisture; LIP, lipids; FB, fiber; MM, mineral 

material; ST, starch. 

 

The analysis of main components allows the identification of the variables of 

greater and lesser contribution to accumulated variation (Cruz et al., 2004). Two main 

components were found, the first component explains 36.53% of the variation and the 

second component 35.53%, together the two components explain 72.06% of the total 

variance (Figure 3). Through the relative contribution of Singh (Table 3), we can infer 

the characters that most contribute to differentiate the genotypes, being: PTN, MO and 

LIP. These characters contribute significantly to the variability of the populations and 

therefore, they would be the variables more responsive to the selection for the 

genotypes. 

Results obtained by Mello Filho et al. (2004) analyzing the means of eight 

populations correlations of protein with yield, seedling emergence and accelerated 

aging, had positive, but low and not significant correlations with yield, thus the higher 

protein content tends to have lower productivity. 

In relation to the behavior of the genotypes within the graph, it is observed that 

these are well distributed, being possible to observe the formation of some groups, such 

as the one that compose the genotype NS6601IPRO and another group that compose the 

genotype NA5909RG. Some genotypes are more distant, e.g., 8_130 and 36_121. These 

genotypes have the highest values for the two main components, so they would be more 

likely to be selected for these characters. 
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Figure 3 - Analysis of the main components referring to the heritabilities of the six characters of interest for the 

soybean crop. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

We found genetic dissimilarity among the 54 soybean genotypes studied. The 
protein character was the most decisive factor for the genetic variability of this study, 

according to the results of Singh's (1981) relative contribution. 
Through the use of standards such as the standardized Euclidean mean distance, 

Tocher optimized method and UPGMA grouping method, it was possible to show patterns 
in relation to genotype groupings. 

With the results obtained it is possible to plan crosses between accessions with 

genetic potential for the formation of genotypes with superior characteristics. 
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